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PEDAGOGICAL POLICY
In front of you is Kind & Co’s general pedagogical policy. In a concise and visual manner we  
present you the principles and objectives that are at the root of our pedagogical practices at all 
our childcare centres and preschool locations, as well as [at the homes of] the child minders.

This general pedagogical policy is created for parents, collaboration partners, and of course our 
staff. For readability purposes we will use ‘pedagogical staff members’ and ‘locations’, but this also 
includes child minders and their homes. 
In addition to this general pedagogical policy, each location has their own location-specific 
pedagogical work plan that elaborates on how they use this pedagogical policy in their everyday 
work. 

The central parent committee has advised on the content of this general pedagogical policy, which 
remains in effect for the next 4 to 5 years. 

The location-specific pedagogical work plan of each day nursery, out-of-school care location, and 
preschool will be discussed yearly with the parent committee. Once every two years the work plan 
is adjusted and submitted for advise to the location’s parent committee. 

We hope you enjoy reading our pedagogical policy. 

Introduction
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Kind & Co considers itself as a pedagogical partner. Together with parents, schools, and others 
involved, we strive to create a safe environment where children can develop. By means of 
creativity, attention and innovative thinking, we offer possibilities to develop talents. We are not 
just concerned with the everyday, but also with the future of the child and the developments in 
our child care to align with this. This explains our motto: ‘We think in tomorrow’. 

Children naturally want to learn new things, to tackle challenges. Every child is an individual who 
develops within their environment in their own way, in their own tempo. We consider it important 
that children are given the freedom and opportunity to discover their own possibilities and 
limitations. 

By taking a lot of initiative, the self-confidence and independence of the child grows. The child 
as an individual, with their own character and needs, deserves as much attention as possible. 
As part of the group children are offered the chance to learn how to collaborate, to share, and 
to have fun together. In short: how to live together with others. To develop themselves, children 
need a base: a space filled with safety and trust. A space in where the child feels safe and where 
they can find their own place in their own way. This space is not just created by the room and 
the furniture, but mainly by our pedagogical staff members. They are the beating heart of our 
organisation. Everything is focussed on them being able to perform in optimal conditions. Every 
day they show their commitment. Not just by caring for, supporting, and nurturing the children, 
but also by challenging them to the next step in their development. 

Children copy behaviour. The pedagogical staff members are therefore very conscious of their 
exemplary function. 

Children, no matter how big or small, would want to be accepted, respected, and taken seriously, 
just like adults. And that is exactly what we stand for at Kind & Co!

PEDAGOGICAL PARTNER
Our vision on educating and the development of children
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THE FOUR KEY OBJECTIVES 
AND FOCAL POINTS OF OUR 
PEDAGOGICAL PRACTICES
The four key objectives
Our pedagogical practices are underpinned by four key objectives. These objectives have been 
stipulated, amongst others, in the Law Innovation and Quality Childcare (Wet Innovatie Kwaliteit 
Kinderopvang, IKK). 

1. Provision of social emotional safety 
This includes the experience of social emotional safety offered by engaged and professional 
pedagogical members of staff and child minders, a fixed group of children, a child-friendly layout 
of the space, a recognisable daily rhythm, and a relaxed atmosphere.  

2. Opportunity to develop personal skills
This includes personal skills such as resilience, confidence, independence, flexibility, creativity, and 
assertiveness. 

3. Opportunity to develop social skills
This includes social competences such as learning to take others into account, to communicate, 
learn how to collaborate, to help others, and to solve small conflicts together.  

4. Transfer of norms and values 
This includes learning to share, understanding rules, making agreements and adhering to them, 
learning how to function within a group, improving the moral development, respecting diversity in 
our society. 
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The four focal points
Kind & Co’s Mission Statement explains that our focus is to develop talent through creativity, 
attention, and innovative thinking. We are not just focussed on the everyday, but also on the 
future of the child. Being concerned with ‘tomorrow’ means we continuously work on the following 
focal points:  

1. Focus on the child and the parent
We offer services to the child, the parent, and each other. We enjoy finding creative solutions 
to unusual problems or questions. It is important to us that everyone visits our locations with a 
smile. 

2. Focus on development
We take a professional approach. This means that we adhere to the agreements we have 
made, and we want to perform better tomorrow than we did today. It is a challenge to work on 
innovative concepts and to stimulate the development of the children on a daily basis. 

3. Engagement
We feel connected to the child, to our organisation, and to our collaboration partners. We believe 
in working together and connecting is key to our approach. This gives us energy.  

4. Working together
In our eyes, education and development means working together. We do so based on equality, 
with respect for differences. 

The four key objectives of our pedagogical practices and the four focal points outlined in our 
Mission Statement together form the basis of our pedagogical policy. They determine the way we 
work with and for the children on a daily basis. 

The four key objectives are further elaborated on in the location-specific pedagogical work plans. 
The four focal points are displayed on the next few pages. 
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Who are our clients: the parents or the children? Both! We shape our client focus through: 

FOCUS ON THE CHILD AND 
THE PARENT

We work according to laws and regulations 
with a quality management system based on 
the PDCA-cycle. We improve the quality of our 
care by observing the children. 

Quality

Intake. Parent evenings, often with a 
pedagogical topic. Ten-minute conversations. 
Yearly evaluations (child minders). Verbal  
information handover. Parent portal. 
Newsletters. Mentoring. 

Communicating with 
parents

Observation methods such as ‘Working for 
Wellbeing’ and ‘Development tracking for 
toddlers’. Focussing on the well-being of 
the children and their social, emotional, 
motor, language and cognitive development. 
Recording observations. Focus on 
development. Handover to primary school/ 
out-of-school care location. 

Parent committee (“OC”) for each day 
nursery, preschool location, out-of-school care 
location, and the child minders agency. Central 
parent committee (“COC”). Regulations and 
bylaws for the central parent committee and 
individual parent committees. 

Parent representationObservations
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By offering child care we want to contribute to the development of children and stimulate them 
through creativity and attention. Each location has challenging and varied equipment to play with. 
It leaves room for imagination and is suited to all development areas of the child. But we do even 
more: 

FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT

Child-friendly layout. Safe and challenging. 
Several play corners. Open cupboards. Clear 
overview for pedagogical staff members yet 
challenging for children. 

Locations

Variation in activities: movement, sport, 
music, reading (out loud), arts and crafts, 
cooking, playing on the computer. Playing 
together and alone. In the crib and on our 
laps. Inside and outside. 

Activities

Stimulating development and signalling 
(impending) delay(s) in development. Play, 
learn and grow with methods such as Puk 
& Ko / Uk & Puk, Piramide, Peuterpleun or 
Startblokken at preschool locations and day 
nurseries. Handover to primary schools. 

Getting dressed without help. Toilet training. 
Preparing your own sandwiches. Making 
choices. Independence agreements at out-of-
school care locations. Child participation. 

Promoting 
independence 

Preschool education 
program (VE) 
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Everything that we do, is for the children. We observe them and listen to them! We show our 
engagement by: 

ENGAGEMENT

Having their own group. Permanent teams. 
Fixed group of children. Recognisable daily 
rhythm. Reoccuring patterns such as a song, 
a game, and reading out loud. Theme-based 
working. 

Continuity

Observations. Conversations with parents. If 
necessary, call on external support such as 
the Youth Health Service, Centre for Youth 
and Family, health clinic. National Reporting 
code for Child Abuse. Reference Index ‘Youth 
at Risk’. 

Concerns about a child

Engaged, positive, sensitive, responsive. 
Attention, respect, a hug, a pat on the head, 
or a wink, being close to the child. Correct in a 
positive manner. Enjoying the work. Exemplary 
behaviour. 

Qualified. Endorsing Code of Ethics in 
childcare. In possession of valid certificate 
of conduct. Pedagogical support by senior, 
intermediary, and/or cluster manager. 

Quality of the child minders 
and pedagogical staff

PM’s* attitude

* PM: pedagogical member of staff
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Working together with parents, children, and staff; with internal and external partners; with and 
for each other! We achieve this by: 

WORKING TOGETHER 

Invent activities together and do them 
together: eating together, playing in groups, 
celebrating festivities together. Encourage 
each other. Paying attention to each other 
and taking others into account. Offering after 
school activities. 

Doing activities together

Becoming familiar with different traditions, 
holidays, customs and cultural norms. To 
understand, value, and respect each other and  
different cultural backgrounds. 

Diversity

With an open attitude, mutual respect 
and understanding for each other. Child 
participation. (Pedagogical) team meetings. 
Parents can trust their children to us with 
confidence. 

With primary schools and municipalities. 
Taking local requests and opportunities into 
account. 
Partner in community schools (‘Brede School’), 
IKC’s and (regional) networks (wellbeing, 
sport, municipality).

Coordinate with each 
other

Working together with 
other organisations
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